Application of the Bankruptcy Code to Mineral Rights in Space

Natural Resource
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In 2010, entrepreneurs Peter Diamandis and Eric Anderson founded Arkyd Astronautics, which they later renamed Planetary Resources, with the intention of developing the technology to extract natural resources from asteroids.
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Recent estimates suggest that an average 98-foot asteroid could yield as much as $50 billion worth of platinum.  

Clearly, this could prove to be extremely lucrative, and the venture has caught the attention of several prominent inventors such as filmmaker James Cameron, real estate developer Ross Perot, Jr., and Google co-founders Larry Page and Eric Schmidt.  

However, these space-mining missions are extremely capital-intensive and would cost several hundred million dollars each.

In light of the high costs, debt financing will likely be required.  

Unfortunately, creditors will not provide financing until there is a system in place that efficiently provides security for their debt and effectively ensures payment on that debt. In the United States, we have the bankruptcy system. However, it is unclear whether the Bankruptcy Code applies extraterritorially to assets located in space.

To answer this question, we must determine whether Congress intended for the Code to apply outside the United States. In E.E.O.C. v. Arabian American Oil Company, the Supreme Court of the United States held that Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 did not apply to the conduct of an American employer abroad.

The Court stated that Congress must clearly express an intention for the statute to apply abroad to rebut the presumption against extraterritoriality, and Title VII simply did not do so.

However, the clear expression of intent is not a "clear statement rule" and a court should look to the statute in its entirety.

Furthermore, when a provision of a statute does provide for some extraterritorial application, then the presumption against extraterritoriality is rebutted for that provision alone.

In the case of the Bankruptcy Code, it is clear that Congress provided no clear statement, but Congress did show a clear intention to apply the Code abroad. The grant of jurisdiction to the bankruptcy court extends to all property owned by the debtor wherever located.

The "wherever located" language is also incorporated into the definition of property included in the bankruptcy estate.

Therefore, Congress clearly intended for the court to have jurisdiction over the property of the estate, but a grant of jurisdiction does give rise to substantive rights.

Courts routinely apply the jurisdiction of the Bankruptcy Code and look to local law when determining property rights. In Butner v. United States, the Supreme Court held that the Code did not articulate the priority of the secured creditors, so the Court looked to the local law of North Carolina.

In this case, the asteroids would certainly be the property of the company under the common law principle of ferae naturae.
and the bankruptcy court would clearly have jurisdiction over the property. However, the problem then arises as to which law to apply. Here, the local law would be the governing law in space.

The major treaty that has served as the basis for all modern space law is the 1967 Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies ("Outer Space Treaty" or "OST"), in which Article VI provides for the possibility for private entities to conduct business in space and possibly own property.

However, the OST does not discuss how the property rights are determined.

Another treaty, the Agreement Governing the Activities on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies ("Moon Treaty") states that natural resources in space are considered "the common heritage of all mankind."

Fortunately, the Moon Treaty has only 14 signatories, none of which are space-capable nations.

So, there is some ambiguity as to what the law actually provides. Under the OST, there is no clear answer as to whether a private company may own an asteroid, how long it could own the asteroid, or who actually owns the resources extracted upon return to Earth.

Under the Moon Treaty, either everyone or no one owns all property and natural resources in space.

So, it is unclear whether the company would even have the right to sell the natural resources once it brings them back to Earth. If they cannot be sold, then they have no value and would not benefit the bankruptcy estate. Creditors will not lend money to a company that cannot monetize its assets and provide the potential for repayment of the loan extended by the creditor. Therefore, Congress must pass legislation that providing a mechanism for determining property rights and the effects of those rights, or all interested parties must amend the OST. Until either of these two things is done, there is no rational basis for creditors to lend money to private companies seeking to engage in space mining or exploration and modern innovation will be further deterred.
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